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Cooking fever money hack download

Do you dream of becoming a chef at the luxurious restaurants in France? You want to cook delicious yourself, but you don't have enough material, time and money? Everyone won't be too far away when your phone owns Cooking Fever MOD APK (Unlimited Coins/Gems) – An addictive restaurant management game Nordcurrent. You will
have the opportunity to manage your own restaurant and prepare delicious meals and desserts from all over the world. Table of Contents [ShowHide]If in Idle Coffee Corp., you get the experience of a coffee maker, so in Cooking Fever your role has changed. You will have the role of chef in preparing dishes as required by customers. You
can choose one of the many unique places from fast food store, Oyster Bar or Asian restaurant. Become a chef with super skills in cooking techniques. There are lots of new and interesting dishes with a variety of ingredients for you to be creative. In addition, there will be a lot of tools in your kitchen. For example, coffee makers, toasters,
popcorn machines, ... Everything will help you to make the dishes according to customer requirements and leave them to be most satisfied. Each level will have different visitors and waiting times. In the meantime, if they meet the needs, they will pay you. If not, they will leave and the food you make will be discarded. Build your own
restaurantPlaying Cooking Fever will give you many new experiences. In addition to being a top chef, you are also a smart restaurant manager. After cooking delicious dishes, it is important to decorate the shop to attract visitors. Decorate the shop in your own way as tables and chairs, floors, ... So customers will love your restaurant and
visit often with their friends. When visitors arrive more crowded, it means more requests for meals. At that point, you need to upgrade your kitchen and kitchen appliances to get the fastest capacity. Also create guest gifts such as butter cookies so your guests will have more memorable experiences. It feels like real life! The higher the
level, the more restaurants you have. The top-notch restaurants will be unlocked with more diverse dishes. So your restaurant chain will grow and grow. Attractive features of Cooking Fever1400 Level: There are over 1400 different levels for you to complete. Unique! In addition, you can play previous levels to earn more coins. Food: a
variety of dishes with more than 1300 dishes prepared with 350 ingredients. This gives you a passion for cooking! Location: Many unique places like FastFood, Bakery, Seafood, ... are different and always up to date. Reward: In-game rewards include gold and experience. You can earn at levels up or completed missions. Upgrade
equipment: use gold to upgrade kitchen appliances to make dishes faster. Each item has 3 stars to upgrade, and after each time the upgrade amount is higher. GraphicsKenik by Cooking Fever is carefully groomed to create eye-catching dishes by 3D graphics. Thousands delicious dishes are designed realistic, realistic, to real dishes. If
you plan to lose weight, I think you should not play this game. In addition, a variety of sound effects in the kitchen, such as the sound of cooking, bring a sense of authenticity and interest in the player. All encased in 87 MB of memory, not too large. MOD APK version of Cooking FeverMOD FeatureUnlimited MoneyDownload Cooking
Fever MOD APK for AndroidWith attractive and very attractive features, Cooking Fever has created an unprecedented craze for a cooking game. There are millions of downloads and it gives players relaxing moments. In doing so, we see the heat of this seemingly simple game. If you are a lover of cooking or have an eating soul, this is a
game you can't miss. Delicious dishes from all over the world in this delicious leisure management game! From a Chinese restaurant to a bakery, a fast food restaurant and a pizzeria, take the reins at 20 restaurants and show off your culinary skills! More than a hundred ingredients are available to amaze the palates of the finest gourmets
on the planet. Oh, and were you told that this game was just deliciously captivating? So don't wait any longer: put on your apron, launch yourself into the world of gastronomy, and publish all your culinary masterpieces on Facebook! + More than 400 dishes to prepare from 150 ingredients + 20 unique locations + More than 400 levels +
Hundreds of improvements to your kitchens and restaurants Explore the world famous cooking game from the mobile platform as you join Michelle in her culinary adventure. Start by having your very first restaurant with confectionery, delivering your customers delicious and sweet treats. Satisfy everyone's sweet tooth and spend time
improving your recipes. Expand your business and start having more restaurant with different themes. Find out everything you need to know about this amazing game as we take a closer look at it through our reviews. StoryIn game, the player will join a dedicated chef in her journey to create a successful culinary empire. Starting with a
single restaurant, slowly as you learn more about the art of cooking, you have your chances to open new restaurants. Experiment with different types of food and have even some fun working your favorite job. Decorate your restaurant for how you like it, upgrade it with new features to attract more customers. Explore the art of cooking as
you are introduced to over 500 different recipes. Learn to cook properly and improvise your favorite dishes to create something new. So if you don't know how to cook yet, don't worry, the game will introduce you to a complete cooking simulation where you can learn, experience and have fun while cooking. Here you'll find all the exciting
features that the game has to offer: To begin your cooking career, gamers in Cooking Fever will have their chances to learn everything they need to know about Get familiar with over 200 different types of ingredients by learning about about taste, their uses, as well as how to master them. Enrich your cooking basics by spending quality
times in Cooking Fever.In additionally in this game, you are also introduced to varied cooking recipes. Access some of the best recipes directly from the world's most famous cookers. Practice cooking with over 500 different dishes using the ingredients provided. Have some wonderful dinners with your new dishes. Cooking Fever also
introduces players to an addictive time-management gameplay where they will have to calculate time carefully. Don't waste time getting your customers to their seat and never let them wait too long. Get addicted to the epic cooking game as you begin to grow your thriving businesses. And the best thing about Cooking Fever is that the
game will introduce players to big cards where you can travel between different locations. City restaurants - start by dominating the city by having all the available restaurants unlocked. Learn fast food by having your own Fast Food Court. Sell confectionery in your bakery. Learn about China's culture in a Chinese restaurant. Cook the food
in Indian style in an Indian diner. Sometimes heading out for some Pizza in a pizzeria would be a good idea. Choose your favorite seafood in Seafood Bistro. Get some morning coffee at the Breakfast Café. Learn about Japanese dishes from Sushi Restaurant. And finally taste the best food inside a Gourmet Restaurant.Paradise Islands
Restaurants - with the city in the back you have the opportunity to travel to the beautiful islands. Start with your Ice Cream Bar and then move to a Paradise Cocktail Bar. Have some American culture with your Corn Dog Van. Get a taste of the fresh Café Mexicana. Learn about seafood in the House of Crab. Spend time baking in Sunset
Waffles. Experiencing the Asian street food with your Thai food stall. Or go westernize with Sandwich Shop. And finally, let's get drunk in a Sirtaki Taverna.Alpine Mountain Restaurants – travel to the dream destination and start opening your businesses in the amazing snow mountains. Enjoy the view as you have some delicious meats
from Smokey Grill BBQ. Experience Italian style buffet on the mountaintop. Go green and go to the salad bar. Have some tasty coffee in Michelle's Café. Or taste some sweet with Michelle's Confectionery.The game introduces players to over 900 different exciting levels to enjoy. When you travel to different locations, you also have your
chances to explore the in-depth gameplay it offers. In addition, you can also choose the right difficulties to suit your current skills. Complete your levels and earn yourself valuable prizes. Spend your time exploring the in-depth kitchen management gameplay as you learn how to upgrade your kitchen appliances and decorate your beautiful
restaurant. Unlock more cooking features and attract more customers to your restaurant. Put your creativity and aesthetic skills to good use and decorate your how you like it. The game is currently free to play for all Android users to enjoy. Which means you can easily get it downloaded and installed on your devices. And if you're patient
enough, in-app purchases and ads won't be a problem. Nevertheless, for those who want to speed up their game, we have just something for you. Download and install our Cooking Fever Mod APK file on your devices to unlock unlimited gameplay and in-game purchases. Get anything you want and expand your restaurant chains to their
max. And the best part is that you don't have to pay anything for it. Explore the simple and relatable graphics of Cooking Fever as you are introduced to all aspects of restaurant management. Cook delicious dishes and spend time salivating for your realistic dishes. In addition, the exact cooking mechanics also make you feel like you're a
real cook in a five-star restaurant. Enjoy peaceful and rewarding gameplay in Cooking Fever as well as listen to beautiful soundtracks and music on the theme. For cooking fans, Cooking Fever is not only a great place to learn about your new cooking recipe, but also the best game for enjoying the art of restaurant management. Show your
customers your best dishes and make sure they come back for more good service. Plus, with our mod version, the game will be completely free and unlocked for you to explore. Have everything you want without having to pay anything. Something.
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